Locating Digital Images on the KU Library Web site

At the KU Library home page, www.lib.ku.edu, on the left sidebar

click the **Images** link to search images by:

- **Collections by Subject**—search for your image by the subject you are writing about, e.g. Literature
- **KU collections**—image collections owned by KU
- **Luna Insight Collections**—contains over 42,000 images to search and use
- **All Collections A-Z**—browse the all the image collections provide
- **Images Helps and Tutorials**

click the **more Digital collections** link for more images and links

**Databases for finding images:**

**AP Images**—search Associated Press news photographs.

**Art history image collection**—Contains over 10,000 works of art and architecture. Some works have one image, others have more, usually showing different views (e.g., of a sculpture or a building) or one or more details.

**Census of antique works of art and architecture known in the Renaissance**—more than 20,000 Renaissance Documents (inventories, guide books, lives of artists, archival documents, etc.) related to more than 10,000 Antique Monuments (sculptures, architecture, vases, etc.) that are accompanied by 30,000 photographs or illustrations.

**Index of Christian art**—presently contains over 20,000 work of art records which are accompanied by over sixty thousand images in color and black and white.

**Oxford art online**—An encyclopedia of art based on The Dictionary of Art (1996, 34 vols.) with ongoing additions of new material and updates to the text. Includes over 45,000 articles, cross references within the text, and over 40,000 links to art images in galleries and museums around the world.

**Additional Online Image Sources:**

Brooklyn College’s Chinese Cultural Studies Images:  

University of Wisconsin Africa Digital Collection:  
[http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/AfricaFocus/subcollections/FocusAbout.html](http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/AfricaFocus/subcollections/FocusAbout.html)


Calisphere: [http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/](http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/)

Cornell University Library: [http://images.library.cornell.edu/](http://images.library.cornell.edu/)

Denver Public Library Western History and Genealogy Collection:  
[http://history.denverlibrary.org/sales/index.cfm](http://history.denverlibrary.org/sales/index.cfm)